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Fitness platform gives Airbnb-style access to gyms 
 

 

With a global network covering 800 cities in five continents, TrainAway is the easiest way for 

travelers to access gyms. Offering an easy way to stay active when on the road, TrainAway 

offers subscription-free day pass access to gyms in major travel hubs like New York City, 

San Francisco, Washington DC, Paris, Rome, Dubai, Singapore, Bangkok and Sydney. 

 

 

Gym day pass platform TrainAway gives travelers a hassle-free way of accessing 

gyms on the road 

Gone are the days of skipping the gym when you travel - TrainAway has come to the rescue. 

The world’s largest network of day pass accessible gyms will let you buy a pass in a couple 

of minutes to more than 1500 gyms worldwide. Last month TrainAway helped more than 

10,000 users find a gym and with the winter nearing its end, TrainAway is gearing up for a 

even hotter summer. 

 

All you have to do after this is show the pass at gym reception and get sweating. From San 

Francisco to Sydney - fitness on the road just got a whole lot easier with TrainAway. 

 

---- 

 

Increasing time spent traveling is a global trend that shows no sign of slowing down, with the 

average millenial spending at least a month away from home each year. Fitness is an 

increasingly strong focus among the same group, who also want to stay fit when away from 

home.  

 

But it’s hard to find a place to work out when traveling. Meanwhile, there are gyms standing 

empty as their members head off on vacation. Up until now, there has been no way of 

connecting travelers and gyms.  

 

The TrainAway app was built to provide that connection. Gyms sign up to be on the platform, 

and travelers buy access to them via a user-friendly mobile app. Gyms get money each time 

someone buys a pass to their gym, while travelers have a flexible way of getting the fitness 

facilities they need on the road.  
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